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Ten of a Kind
After you have solved the puzzle, can you identify why ten answers have
something in common?
1

Across
1 Start to make cuts time for son to be
furious (6)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

4 A writer's daughter
gave credit to ... (8)
12

10 ... one who doesn't
believe in armed
robbery (7)

13
14

15

11 Polish supporter
rejected round,
hard vegetable (7)

16

17

18

19

20

12 Starts to hope of
uninterrupted
recreational time
(4)

21

22
24

13 One that charges a
lot could be richer
soon (10)

23
25

26
27

28

29

15 Sun gel (6)
16 Medium hot chile
comes after
triumphal day (7)
20 Unfavourable
commercial lines
(7)
21 Showing ability to
assess people, like
student scratching
his bottom (6)
24 Dawn French
entertains one
thought initially,
ignore sandwiches
(5,5)
26 Bond, say, is Asian
resident (4)
28 See America
cutting crime: it's
heavenly! (7)
29 Slip, showing one's
tum bleeding (7)

30

30 Conclusion:
antacids finally
limit start of
burping in gassy
disorder (3,5)
31 One home after
another is clean (6)
Down
1 Leaves box as a
revolutionary
blocks screening
(3,5)
2 Father perhaps
comes after old
German house is
emptied (9)
3 The Irish embrace
one who succeeds
(4)

31

5 Murderer, 50,
going away as an
outsider (8)

18 4 shows when
agreement
completed (8)

6 Wicked haircut
seen half-heartedly
as most sexy (10)

19 Order Engineers
and soldier guys to
put on trainers at
first (8)

7 Look after unit
that's set up for
previous Prime
Minister (5)

22 Crack, very strong
Ecstasy etc make
an impression (6)

8 Lower sea bed
damaged (6)

23 Good publican
offering spirit (5)

9 Not originally small
but may be
impatient (5)

25 Frost narrated a
piece of poetry (5)

14 Poor, half-hearted
retiree mishandled
the collection (10)
17 Henry's fit and left
month before
comic (9)

27 Auditor --- "UEFA
covered up money"
(4)

